Summer
Poems and photographs by Std. 3
Gardening class
Music fills the air
Birds fly
Babies hatch
Rhea

Rain is fun, so is the sun
Jumping in puddles all day long
With bees buzzing in my ear
Akbar

Summer is very sunny
Sunny makes people happy
Flowers bloom
Crows on trees
Wonderful summer
Isabella
Summer is awesome!
Bring it on!
The leaves are fresh
All around me is greenery
Sidarth

I sit under the tree
Eating mangoes happily
Birds fly happily
Ruchir

The sun shines bright, the plants grow
Creepy crawlies come out, for sweet fresh nectar
Birds sing in the sky
Aaryan
Flame of the forest, like a fire
Frangipani with so many pinkish white flowers
It breaks and the milk comes out
Aaryan

I see many sun flowers
Looks like sunlight
With help from the sun
Mahika

The sun is fun in summer
The trees love the warmth
Green and orange bugs fly around me
Shaan

The sun is shining
The flowers are blooming
The animals are happy
Anirudh
The trees were swaying
They were talking
I watched the pretty flowers bloom
Eshita

The sun wakes seedlings
Nature helping animals and humans grow
The sun makes crops grow
Zane

Leaves dry, forest fires roars
Going to Delhi
Cycling in my grandmother’s house
I like staying up on summer solstice
Trees grow
I like summer
Kabir
Summer
Holidays
Sunflowers
Icecreams!

Hriday

The sun goes up shining in the sky
The cute little bugs come out
The flowers start growing and blooming

Anaika

My frangipani tree grows
I climb the frangipani, swinging from the branches
I love the colour and smell of the flowers
Petals arranged in circle

Devansh
The sun shines bright
The plants grow well
It’s sweating hot!

Gabriel

Summer, beautiful summer
Mangoes ripening
The colours yellow and orange
Just like the sun

Maadhavi

Playing in the sun
Seeing the beautiful flowers
Running around in the grass

Trinity
The cannon ball tree
Is very tall
I feel like throwing the cannons
Into the waterv
Ananth

Wonderful nature
The sun is bright
The plants are tall
The colours bloom
Tejas

My sister plants a seed
The flame of the forest grows
My sister asks “Where’s the flame?”
Aarav C

Flame of the forest looks like it is on fire
Frangipani has nice smelling flowers
Bamboo has stripes on its trunk
Aaryan
The sun goes up
The insects come out
The plants grow up

Divyam

The birds are singing
The people are walking
The flame of the forest shines

Saanvi

Summer is when the mangoes grow
Summer with yummy yummy mangoes
Summer - best time in the year!

Heera

I like summer
Flowers cover the trees
Water flows gentle.

Ruhi
The sun shines bright
The plants bloom
Fresh nectar for the bees
You wear sunglasses
You feel nice

Aarav J

Dear little lily pond
I like to see the lily in you
I like to see the guppies in you
Oh how I wish I had a little puppy
That could make friends with you
And the little lily in the lily pond

Sakhi